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Abstract—Machine Translation, (hereafter in this document referred to as the “MT”) faces a lot of complex problems from its origin. Extracting multiword expressions is also one of the complex problems in MT. Finding multiword expressions during translating a sentence from English into Urdu, through existing solutions, takes a lot of time and occupies system resources. We have designed a simple relational data approach, in which we simply set a bit in dictionary (database) for multiword, to find and handle multiword expression. This approach handles multiword efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multiword expression is a term used to refer to such words which are combination of more than one words with same or different part of speech structure and giving single meaning. The main sources of multiword expressions are phrases and idioms. Other than idioms and phrases, other words also act as multiword expressions when combined together.

For example the word “foreign minister” is a multiword expression, which is formed by the combination of two different words “foreign” and “minister”.

However this word gives a single meaning. Similarly there is a good amount of multiword expression in English language corpora.

Resolving multiword expressions into their correct meaning in MT is a tedious job. Ivan A.Sag called it “a pain in the neck of NLP” [1]. Most of the translating systems use parsing module which contains a sub-module the tokenizer. The tokenizer makes token of the sentences. This is a mandatory task in MT. As a result, individual words are extracted and are input for the next process. It implies that if a sentence contains a multiword expression it loses this characteristic and thus having an adverse effect on the translation process.

MT specialists have designed many solutions to handle multiword expressions. In the subsequent discussion we will refer to some works of these solutions and finally we will present our approach that we used in AGHAZ (English to Urdu translator) to cope with the multiword expressions.

AGHAZ is translating software which translates tense-based English text into Urdu. It lies in the subcategory of Natural Language Processing (NLP) i.e. Machine Translation (MT). The translation is performed using dictionary and rule-based approach. It takes as input plain English text and generates their equivalent Urdu version provided the documents follow the grammar rules. The translated version of Urdu is in Unicode form. The standard followed for Unicode is ISO 8859-6, Unicode Standard 4.0, 1991-2003.

II. VARIOUS APPROACHES TO DEAL MULTIWORD EXPRESSIONS

As it mentioned earlier, the resolving multiword expressions is a tedious job. The reason is multiword expressions have different flavors. Various techniques have been presented to resolve this issue. Research papers like Ivan A.Sag’s “Multiword Expressions: a pain in the neck of NLP” [1], Scott S.L.Piao’s “Extracting Multiword Expressions with A Semantic Tagger” [2], Ann Copestake’s “Multiword Expressions: Linguistics precision and reusability” [3] provide some good solution to handle multiword expressions.

A very scarce amount of research has been done in MT from English to Urdu. To handle multiword expressions from English to Urdu Z. Pervez, S. Khan, F. Mustafa, M. Mahmood, U. Hasan have provided a ruled based solution, which they have adopted in their expert system MUTRAJUM, [4].

According to their solution when a sentence is resolved for multiword it applies the predefined rules by taking two words at a time. Then another next word is checked and rule is applied on it and so on. It implies that the procedure is highly recursive in nature and if a sentence contains some reasonable amount of multiwords, the frequency of recursion also increases. If we consider the best case to find multiword using
recursion technique then it means that if there are 10 words in a sentence then almost 9 times you have to go through knowledge base, even if there is no multiword exists. This method is very costly. As MT is a notoriously slow process due to backtracking, dictionary lookup, rule application and words alignment the occurrence of recursion, could have negative impact on the speed of the process.

III. AGHAZ MULTIWORD EXPRESSION HANDLING

To resolve multiword expressions, we have used relational data approach. We have maintained a common dictionary to store words. It get a token and check whether its multiword bit is set or not, in case if it is set then it reserves that token and read the next token by look ahead. The multiword or phrase is then checked in the multiword knowledge base. In case it finds a solution there then it is retrieved while in case if there is no solution then it is backtracked and meaning for the first token is obtained from knowledge base and the next token is considered as a separate entity and then the same process is performed. Multiword bit is checked each time for every word except helping verbs, ‘Not’, and proper nouns. The key power is there if the bit is unset then it never goes to multiword knowledge base rather it picks the next token and hence a great amount of efficiency is achieved.

For example:

Consider the following sentence.

Shaukat Aziz is the prime minister of Pakistan.

[句句]

Prime minister is a multiword. According to algorithm “Shaukat Aziz” is never considered as multiword because this is Proper Noun.

It starts by scanning each token from left to right, and check its multiword bit. When prime is encountered it finds the multiword bit set. Now it get the next token which is minister and move to multiword knowledge base where it finds a solution.

IV. CONCLUSION

The technique adopted in AGHAZ to solve the multiword problem when implemented properly, can prove useful for any kind of multiword expressions, as no extra lookups to dictionary (database) is involved. The algorithm also has no immediate recursion. However there exists a little backtracking when we find a word with multiword tag set, i.e., to jump to multiword table. But results have shown it has a negligible effect on the processing speed of the translation.
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Now consider another example. “Take” is a verb, but it creates lot of multiword i.e. take away, take off, take over etc. *We take tea.*
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**Fig. 1 Multiword recognition and Handling**

Now this is treated as a single token

**Solution is retrieved from Multiword knowledge base.**

Note: In case of Urdu the verb’s remaining portion is concatenated according to Urdu Grammar rules by the algorithm.

There exist no Solution in Multiword knowledge base.

Meanings are retrieved for both the tokens.
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**Fig. 2 Ambiguous Multiword term and back tracking**